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abstract

The study aims to identify the extent of the distribution of press material in akhbar alkhaleej and alwatan newspapers to cover the Gulf Cup 21 on The basis of the distribution of press interest in the material between the participating countries, and how varied editorial templates to cover the Gulf Cup, and how was the direction of press material published on the session, and what defined the objectives of press material, and how varied spaces press material published and how they were distributed press releases on topics studied the pages of newspapers. The study sample consisted of (50) a number of newspapers, the Gulf News and the nation by (25) number of every newspaper covered the duration of the session. The current study used content analysis questionnaire consisted of (11) the main focus of which was the data using SPSS analysis.

The study found that most state focused on the akhbar alkhaleej and alwatan newspapers in their coverage of the cycle Gulf Cup are: Bahrain by (28.0%), and the news was the main figure used by the akhbar alkhaleej and alwatan newspapers in their coverage rate (61.5%), and that the interpretative method and style informational The main methods used by the press in their coverage rate (43.4%) and (36.8%), showing that the direction of press material was positive rate (49.8%), and a neutral rate (36.8%), and more targets press material is the explanation and interpretation by (42.9%), and news by (30.4%). And that the headline was more titles used by (60.7%), and the material is the press area of mostly less than a quarter of a page by (52.7%), were published (89.2%) of the press materials on the inside pages. It turns out that sources of press material was not clear by (49.9%), and was back to reporters by (36.6%).
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